Extracting user habits from Google maps history logs
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Abstract—The exponential growth in the usage of smart devices, such as smartphones, interconnected wearables etc., creates a huge amount of information to manage and many research and business opportunities. Such smart devices become a useful tool for user movement recognition, since they are equipped with different types of sensors and processors that can process sensor data and extract useful knowledge. Taking advantage of the GPS sensor, they can collect the timestamped geographical coordinates of the user, which can then be used to extract the geographical location and movement of the user. Our work, takes this analysis one step ahead and attempts to identify the user’s behavior and habits, based on the analysis of user’s location data. This type of information can be valuable for many other domains such as Recommender Systems, targeted/personalized advertising etc. In this paper, we present a methodology for analyzing user location information in order to identify user habits. To achieve this, we analyze user’s GPS logs provided through his Google location history, we find locations that user usually spends more time, and after identifying the user’s frequently preferred transportation types and trajectories, we find what type of places the user visits in a regular base (such as cinemas, restaurants, gyms, bars etc) and extract the habits that the user is most likely to have.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, mobile devices and smartphones have earned an essential role in our society, penetrating many facets of everyday life. This is obvious if we consider that 80% of the Internet users own a smartphone [1], while mobile application usage is growing by 6% every year. Modern smart devices are equipped with multiple ambient sensors that provide great amounts of data, which can be analyzed to discover useful information such as daily user patterns, trajectory patterns etc. According to an MIT Technology Review[1], the collection and analysis of information from simple cellphones can provide surprising insights into how people move about and behave. Moreover, if we consider that users are sharing location information with other users, providing real-time updates to other users and benefiting from other users’ location sharing, we can assume that this type of user network can be consider a social network with location-based information. This assumption led to the rise of Location-Based Social networks [2].

The information about the places that a user has visited can be exploited in many ways, for example, for promoting POIs that match user’s profile [3], for recommending alternatives to his/her fellow users and friends in a location-based social network [4], for extracting useful statistics about the popularity of POIs, etc. A recommender system can take advantage of user location history only, can add content information from social networks, from explicit and implicit user preferences, from third-part services that provide information about POIs (e.g. Yelp, Foursquare, Open Street Maps etc.), or even can take advantage of the temporal information behind each check-in [5].

In this work, we consider two different types of information that can be extracted from user GPS data: i) location information, for places that the user has visited, along with the timestamp and duration of the visit, ii) trajectory information, concerning the movement of a user from one location to another.

We process user GPS logs and extract this information at the first step and then enrich and abstract this information in order to extract interesting user behavioral patterns, comprising:

- frequently visited POIs and POI types,
- frequent trajectories and preferred transition type,
- temporal patterns that associate user preference with the day of the week or the timezone of each activity.

In section II that follows, we summarize the most important works that relate to the extraction of user habits from user location data and take advantage of this information for generating personalized recommendations. In section III we provide an overview of the proposed method and in section IV we provide the implementation details of each processing step. Finally, section V provides a demonstration of the proposed method on data obtained from Google Maps history of a user and section VI summarizes our progress so far and the next steps of this work that are expected to lead to a recommender system that delivers the right recommendation at the right moment.
II. RELATED WORK

The concept of mining useful knowledge from GPS logs has been discussed several times in the related literature. The survey work of Zheng [6] in trajectory data mining, summarizes all paradigms of trajectory mining and the issues that must be considered. More specifically, when it comes to user trajectories, early works [7] analyze GPS logs in order to mine interesting locations and travel sequences, employ user location history to measure user similarity [8], or identify and assign significance to semantic locations based on GPS records [9], whereas more recent works [10] take advantage of user location history and a richer content (i.e. user sentiment, user interest and location properties) in order to better match users to locations and recommend POIs of interest to users. Collaborative applications have boosted the interest of GPS log mining and introduced location and activity recommender systems and location-based social networks. The survey work of Bao et al [11] provides a taxonomy of recommender systems that build around social and location based information for supporting Location-Based social networks. Such applications, are based on user location and trajectory data [12]–[14], the overall user behavior and social circle in order to recommend POIs [15] or trajectories [16] that connect places of interest.

Despite the long interest on user location and trajectory history, there have only been a few works that take advantage of user’s latent behavior patterns in order to provide personalized recommendations. It is worth to mention the work of He et al [15], who attempt to jointly model next POI recommendation under the influence of user’s latent behavior pattern. Authors adopt a third-rank tensor to model the successive check-in behaviors of a user in POIs and fuse it to the personalized Markov chain of observed successive user check-ins, in order to improve POI recommendations. They generalize user check-in history at day of week level in the time dimension and at POI category in the POI dimension. However, in their model they limit user profiling only on the POIs and not on the trajectories between POIs.

In a slightly different context, authors in [5] introduce the concept of temporal matching between user profile and POI popularity. They profile the temporal pattern of area activity around POIs, using information from taxi pick-ups and drop-offs and propose that every user has a latent daily-repeated personalized temporal regularity, which decides when he/she is likely to explore POIs every day.

The method that we propose in this paper, is based on the analysis of user GPS data in order to extract useful information concerning the user’s behavior and habits. It combines methods and techniques from the related literature and proposes an implementation for extracting spatio-temporal user patterns, which can then be used as a basis for temporal and interest-aware activity recommender systems. However, it differs from existing systems in that it extracts user habits in the form of temporal patterns that repeatedly occur in user logs and refer to the same locations or location types and the same movement type across repeated trajectories.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION - METHOD OVERVIEW

The proposed method for extracting user habits from user GPS logs, follows a step-wise approach, which begins with solving simple problems, such as the detection of user stay points and user trajectories between consecutive stay points, continues with the semantic annotation and enrichment of the extracted stay points and trajectories and ends with the abstraction of these movements to user movement patterns that are repeated periodically with increased frequency.

In the following subsections, we explain the steps of the proposed method.

A. Extraction of stay points and user trajectories

A stay point $SP$ stands for a geographic region, where a user stays over a certain time interval [7]. The extraction of a stay point depends on two parameters, a time interval threshold ($T_{threh}$) and a distance threshold ($D_{threh}$). For example, for the set of GPS points depicted in Figure 1, that correspond to the consecutive positions of a moving user, the stay point $SP$ can be regarded as the virtual location containing a subset of consecutive GPS points $SP = \{p_m, p_{m+1}, \ldots, p_n\}$, where $\forall i, j \in [m, n]$ it holds that $Distance(p_i, p_j) \leq D_{threh}$ and $|p_i, T - p_j, T| \geq T_{threh}$, where $p_i, T$ is the timestamp associated with point $p_i$. The centroid of all GPS points that grouped under the same stay point location, is used as the GPS coordinates of stay point $SP$ and a maximum radius for the cluster is also kept with the stay point. Finally, since the stay point represents the stay of the user in a location for a time period, we keep the start and end time-stamp with the stay point. So, a stay point is characterized as: $SP = <lat, lon, radius, t_{start}, t_{end}>$. 


Figure 1. Stay point example.
difference between two consecutive points (GPS locations’ timestamps) in a trajectory, is exceeded, so that they cannot be considered to belong in the same stay point. Figure 2 presents an example of a user trajectory connecting two consecutive stay points. So a user trajectory is characterized by a set of GPS coordinates a start and an end time-stamp as: \( T_r = \langle \{(lat_i, lon_i)\}, tr_{start}, tr_{end} \rangle \).

B. Semantic enhancement of stay points and user trajectories

When a stay point or a trajectory is extracted, the proposed method applies a semantic enrichment process, which attaches additional information that can be useful for extracting user habits at a later stage. The information for characterizing stay points can be provided from different sources. However, the main sources are POI information services, which provide semantic annotations for popular points of interest as well as for common types of POIs (e.g. leisure places, sport facilities, public buildings, transportation hubs etc). Although POI information services cover a large amount of locations, there are still stay points that can not be characterized without the user’s intervention. Following the practice of popular on-the-go driving directions applications (e.g. Google Maps), users can add more personal semantic information for their own points of interest such as “Home” or “Work”. These explicitly provided annotations usually refer to frequently accessed stay points that cannot be easily mapped to a known POI. As described in Section III, a stay point \( SP \) is defined as any geographic region where the user stayed for at least a short time of period (e.g. a store or an office) or even a location where the user slightly moved around, but not away from it (e.g. a park or a stadium etc.). So after extracting the possible stay points of the user, we access POI information services and search for nearby POIs, at a short range and always within the stay point limits. Using the same services, we are able to characterize the stay point by the type, such as: Park, Stadium, Leisure ground, Athletic center, Beach, Shopping center, Cafeteria etc. At the end of this step a stay point is characterized as: \( SP = \langle \{lat, lon\}, POI_{type}, POI_{category}, t_{start}, t_{end} \rangle \).

The semantic annotation of user trajectories, mainly refers to the application of data mining techniques to the trajectory points information (latitude, longitude and timestamp) and the detection of user type of movement across the trajectory. This allows to detect at a later stage, the preferred way of movement for specific trajectories or overall, whether the user uses public or private means of transportation etc. We treat the problem of detection of user movement type across a trajectory as classification problem [17], [18], and build on our previous work on the topic [19], [20]. The movement categories can be: motionless, walking, running, riding a bike, driving a car, being on the bus, being on a train/metro, and any other type of movement. At the end of this step a trajectory is characterized as:

\( T_r = \langle \{lat_i, lon_i\}, mov_{type}, POI_{start}, POI_{end}, t_{start}, t_{end} \rangle \)

C. Abstracting user data to user habits

By the term user habits we describe a routine of behavior that the user repeats regularly and which tends to occur subconsciously [21], [22]. To adopt this to the scenario of user trajectory data, habits are repetitive user activities such as: being in the same stay point at the same time or day of a week, taking the same trajectory at the same time or week day.

The analysis of user trajectories at user group level, will allow to detect how often places are visited and understand which locations are the most popular on week days or weekends, in the morning or afternoon and which locations are visited for a few moments or for longer periods [23]. When examined at user level, the trajectories can define a set of user behaviors, highlight user habits and allow recommender algorithms or similar applications to provide user-tailored location and time based recommendations. Finally, in a collaborative environment (e.g. in location based social
networks) users can be compared based on their detected habits and collaborative filtering can be fused with user location and time context (and habits) information.

The extraction of user habits begins with the detection of frequent occurring patterns in user GPS logs (e.g. frequently accessed POIs and trajectories) and continues with the abstraction of information at various levels of granularity in time (e.g. time zones, days, etc), POI type, and movement type. The result of this process comprises frequently occurring staying or movement patterns for one or more users. Defining our approach for analysis, we can describe it as a three-tier analysis with multiple tasks in each tier. In the sections that follow we will describe our methodology in more detail. Figure 3 describes the basic architecture of our application.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Data collection

The first step of the proposed method is the collection of user GPS data. Although in previous works we employed actual GPS data collected by the user smart-phone, in this work we use data from Google Maps history, which are imported as KML (Keyhole Markup Language) files to the system. KML is a file format based on the XML standard and uses a tag-based structure with nested elements and attributes to express geographic data (such as locations, image overlays, video links and modeling information like lines, shapes, 3D images and points) in location browsers such as Google Earth and Google Maps.

The same processing pipeline can be applied to the actual GPS data collected by the smart-phone instead of using the KML file. The information extracted from the analysis of a user activity in a certain time-frame can be stored in the phone and all the actual GPS data for this frame can be erased. For example, when the user commutes to work, we can store information about the trajectory (e.g. start/end time and location, and probably a few intermediate points) and erase all the intermediate GPS data.

B. Information extraction

1) Extraction of user stay points: The initial task on the analysis of user location data is to identify the locations, where the user stays for a certain amount of time. For this purpose, following the visit point extraction method described in [24], we employ DBSCAN [25], a density-based clustering algorithm, which finds clusters of dense points using a range threshold $\epsilon$ and a minimum number of points $MinPts$ within this range as parameters. We implement a spatio-temporal version of DBSCAN (the distance of two points is a linear combination of geographic distance and time distance), which clusters together neighboring (in space and time) GPS traces and ignores all other points (considers them noise). Depending on the frequency of recorded GPS spots, the distance threshold of interest and a moving speed threshold, we can compute an acceptable value for $MinPts$. The parameterization of the algorithm has been described in [20].

A spatial clustering of user location data, using a density-based clustering algorithm, is expected to identify areas with very dense recorded spots and areas where the user passed through at a quick pace. This clustering will provide information for places that user spends time during the day, even when the user is standing or walking around (in a park) or running (in a stadium). The use of time distance in the distance measure of DBSCAN will change the resulting clusters, and will allow to distinguish between a stay point and a point that the user crosses several times but in different (distant) timestamps. A time-ignorant DBSCAN will detect a single cluster for all points, whereas a time-aware version will detect separate clusters. An incremental version of DBSCAN, allows to cluster the most recent GPS traces of a user and detect the stay points as they occur, and consequently assign all intermediate points to the trajectory. The steps of the stay point extraction process are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Workflow for identifying frequent user locations.

Figure 5 depicts the results of the stay point extraction process on a map. On the left part all the GPS points, before the detection of stay points are shown on the map in red, whereas on the right part the detected stay points only are marked with green color.

2) Detection of user trajectories: The detection of user trajectories is binded to the detection of stay points and
trajectories are directly defined as the sets of GPS tracks between two consecutive stay points. Considering the fact that a large set of stay points may exist in user’s GPS logs, a respectively large set of trajectories are formed among the different stay points. So the result of this information extraction step comprises two sets: a set of user’s stay points and a set of trajectories that join consecutive stay points.

C. Information enhancement

1) Semantic characterization of stay points: After user’s stay points and trajectories are detected, they are annotated with additional information, which is collected by third party services or extracted by data mining algorithms, and which can be used in the user habits extraction step. The characterization of stay points step employs the OpenStreetMaps service, which offers an API for retrieving information about various POIs in a geographical area. For this purpose, a bounding box is created for each stay point, using the GPS coordinates of the stay point as the bounding box center and a range that does not exceed the radius of the respective cluster. The OpenStreetMaps API is accessed to retrieve POIs within the geographical area defined by the bounding box and it responds with an XML formatted result, as depicted in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Sample of the XML response with tags for stay points.](image)

The file contains all possible Points-of-Interest marked with tags that characterize the type of POIs inside the bounding box of the stay point, such as:

- amenity
- public transport
- shop
- sport
- leisure

From the locations returned by the POI service, the closest to the stay point is used to characterize the stay point. The result of this process is that the user stayed at a specific POI (which is of certain type and category) for a specific time period.

2) Detecting type of movement in a trajectory: For the semantic annotation of a user trajectory, we process all consecutive GPS traces in order to detect user movement speed, user direction and user speed changes, we also check if the traces are near a public transportation (PT) stop or on a known PT route. Building on our previous work on the topic [19], [20] we classify each trace individually and then classify the trajectory as a whole. If there exists a set of pre-classified movement samples we train a personalized model for each user, else a pre-trained generic model is used, which uses a set of direct (latitude, longitude, timestamp) and indirect features (speed, speed changes, distance from transportation related POIs such as bus stops or metro stations) in order to characterize how the user moved across a trajectory [20]. Since our original classifier is incremental and annotates the last trajectory part with the detected movement type it is frequent that for a long trajectory, more than one movement types have occurred (e.g. the user drives but stops at the traffic lights or is stuck behind a bus for part of the trajectory). When the next stay point is detected and the trajectory is completed, a post-processing step aggregates this information for all segments of the trajectory and assigns the movement type that most likely matches to the specific trajectory.

To provide an example, let’s assume the daily commute of a user to work as depicted in Figure 7. The user drives from home to the nearest train station, parks the car and takes the train from station A to the nearest station (station B) at work, then walks to commute to work. The stay point detection algorithm will detect four stay points (home, parking lot of train station A, train station B, work) and three trajectories that connect them. The first trajectory will be annotated as driving, the second as moving by metro/train and the last as walking. The sub-trajectory from the train station’s parking lot to the station building will not be detected if the two places are close to each other. The walk of the user from the parking lot to the train station will also be considered as part of user’s visit to the specific stay point (i.e. train station A).

![Figure 7. An example of a user commuting to work. The detection and annotation of stay points and trajectories.](image)

D. Information abstraction

1) Detection of frequent user stay points: The next phase of the process is to extract the frequent stay points and trajectories of a user based on his/her location history. By analyzing the stay points of a user for a long time period, we can find if the user tends to visit specific stay points more frequently. To achieve this, we cluster stay points using a distance-based only DBSCAN and result with clusters containing points that have been visited many times by the user. We rank clusters in descending order of size and
keep the top ranked stay points for a user. Along with the GPS coordinates of each stay point, we have time-stamp information concerning the start and end time of the user’s stay. A first step of information abstraction is to find the preferred days or time zones for a user to visit a stay point. The result of this step can be similar to the following: The user has visited train station A n times this month. The preferred days are week days, and the preferred time zones are early in the morning and the afternoon.

2) Detection of frequent trajectories: Similar to the analysis of stay points, the analysis of user trajectories will highlight the preferred movement paths of the user and the preferred way of movement. We focus only on the frequent stay points for a user and considering the set of trajectories that the user has followed to go from one stay point to another. We apply the clustering-based sequential mining (CBM) algorithm [26] over the set of trajectories and the output of this process is the set of most frequent trajectories followed by the user. In detail, the CBM algorithm is based on the clustering of the set of points that belong to the trajectory, so in our case the input of the algorithm is the set of user trajectories that connect user frequently accessed stay points and two parameters, namely s and x. Parameter s defines the square area occupied by each cluster on the map and parameter x defines the minimum number of points that a cluster has to contain in order to be considered as active (that means that is frequently part of the user’s trajectories).

The frequent trajectories are characterized by the start and end location and the set of start (departure) and end (arrival) time-stamps and type of movement for each trajectory instance, as follows:

\[
\text{Freq}_{\text{r}} = \langle \text{POI}_{\text{start}}, \text{POI}_{\text{end}}, \{(\text{mov}_{\text{type}}, \text{t}_{\text{start}}, \text{t}_{\text{end}})\} \rangle
\]

The processing pipeline is summarized in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Frequent trajectories extraction pipeline.](image)

E. Extracting user habits

The last processing step aims to use the information extracted from the previous steps and find frequently occurring activity patterns in user logs, which will define the user’s habits. The analysis of information concerning frequently visited locations, which the user visits periodically, and frequent trajectories that the user follows to reach these destinations, will discover user’s tendencies on commuting (e.g. home → work → gym → restaurant → home) at specific dates and times.

The process of user habits extraction, can be treated as an association rules extraction problem. Before extracting frequent patterns and interesting rules, it is important to process the annotated stay point and trajectory information and get different levels of abstraction. For example, different places that have been visited by the user and have been annotated as restaurants, bars or cafeterias can be generalized to the category amenity and lead to rules with stronger support, the time-stamp information can be mapped to day zones (e.g. morning, afternoon, evening) or days, using different levels of granularity. The output of this information abstraction step is fed to the association rule extraction algorithm, which in our case is the Apriori algorithm [27].

V. REAL CASE DEMONSTRATION

In order to demonstrate our proposed method for extracting user habits from user trajectory data, we developed an application that takes Google Maps History files (KML files) as input and processes them following the process described in the previous sections. The application is written in Java and is available as a standalone Java program (Figure 9).

![Figure 9. Snapshot of the application.](image)

Through the application the user has a set of options that can trigger the analysis of the location data contained in the KML file, which may span several days or months. The user can either analyze the loaded data and depict them over an OpenStreetMap map embedded in the user interface, or extract the results of the information extraction and enhancement step to output files for further analysis. Using these files as input, we can extract the user’s frequent stay points and trajectories, which can be displayed over an OpenStreetMap layer or exported to separate files.

The analysis of user stay points leads to a set of user’s tendencies like the ones displayed in Figure 10.

These files are then fed to the Apriori algorithm to extract user habits. The input data that we use consist of the
user’s extracted stay points combined with the time-stamp of occurrence after converting the actual start and end time-stamps into daytime zone (e.g. morning, afternoon, night) and day (e.g. weekday, weekend), the type of movement at that moment and/or the type of the amenity. The set of categorical features are fed into the Apriori association rules algorithm. So, when the Apriori algorithm is fed with information in the form of:

\{\text{DayZone}, \text{DayType}, \text{MoveType}, \text{Dest\_POI\_Type}\}

where \text{DayType} can be weekday or weekend and the \text{Dest\_POI\_Category} can be the type of POI detected as frequent stay point (e.g. cafeteria), the extracted user habits are similar to those depicted in Figure 11.

Based on the sample result of Figure 11 we can assume for example, based on rules No. 2, 3 and 4 that the user tends to commute by metro in the workday evenings, while based on rule No. 5 user also tends to visit a shop on working days.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Considering the implicit interaction among users who are sharing location information with other users, we can assume that these users form a type of social network with location-based information. In this work, we presented an application that processes user GPS logs to extract useful information that is enriched and abstracted, in order to extract rules and patterns that describe user’s habits. These behavioral patterns include frequently visited POIs, frequently used trajectories and associations among user preferences with day of week and/or timezone of activity. As far as the results show, we can use the GPS logs to identify interesting patterns for the user daily activity. This type of information could be exploited furthermore in many types of applications and fields of research, such as recommender systems for providing personalized recommendations.

Having that said, we consider this is a field of interest with lots of potential and it is in our intention to adapt our work so far in order to lead us to a recommender system that would deliver real-time and real-life recommendations based on user habits.

Moreover, the parameter selection of the algorithms has been made after experimentation on the specific dataset. A more thorough evaluation of different parameter settings is part of our next work on the field.
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